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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our fifth issue of 2021, the
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and place in your own binder.
Please feel free to forward to all your
Checker friends and share the fun.
Up first, the details of the planned
September 17th joint show with the
Midwest Bus Museum. Show details and
links to registration are provided.

We have an update by Adam Burlett
on the closing of CheckerParts, out in
Arizona. Adam was able to take
advantage of Dan Smith’s close out.
Also included is a message from Dan.

Also included in the newsletter is a
photo essay of the many top quality
photos found in the ICTA Facebook
page. Some top notch photos!

A new video has been uploaded to
the ICTA video channel, details
included. A strange Aerobus was
Special thanks to Bruce Uhrich for coverage
recently discovered, you’ll find it in
of the 2021 Das Awksht show in
this issue and much more.
Pennsylvania. Some big surprised at this
Please enjoy issue: volume 7 issue 5
years show!
.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952, &
1957 Checkers
Cover Photo: A Checker Cab
circa 1965 coming down the
Kalamazoo line
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A Message From The
Midwest Bus Museum,
September Event
Show Update
The date is set! Plans are complete
and a couple unexpected surprises…
The Internet Checker Taxi Archives Car
Club (ICTA) will be joining us!
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We have been cordially invited to the
Illinois Railroad Museum (IRM) to
attend their exclusive members-only
night with a running session of their
special equipment and a private tour
of their bus collection! Come join us in
a rural town just northwest of Chicago
to celebrate and support the beginning
of something big and meaningful!
…Our drive and cause of preserving
bus transportation history. Agenda,
camping, and hotel info on the next
page

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 PRE-EVENT DINNER 6:00 PM This will be a dinner get-together for whomever is already in town.
Stucky’s Restaurant (American food) 4000 N Johnsburg Rd Johnsburg, IL 815-331-8050 *Meet at Stucky’s at 6:00 pm, or meet
at the MBM grounds at 5:15 for a 5:30 departure on one of MBM’s buses.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 MAIN EVENT 10:00 AM MBM Southern Chapter Location N9302 N Clark Rd Richmond, IL Free
Admission Bus show Music Food – Lunch provided (charcoal-grilled hamburgers & hotdogs + sides, tables/chairs will be set
up) Camping not available on property (see below for camping & hotel info) MBM grounds close at 4:00 pm

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 MAIN EVENT EXTENDED 4:00 PM The MBM will be providing a round trip, chartered, vintage bus
excursion to the Illinois Railroad Museum (IRM) in Union, IL Departure from MBM grounds: 4:00 pm Cost: $25 per person
Includes: Round trip to IRM + IRM admission ticket ***PAYMENT Prepayment is available and encouraged. There will be
limited tickets available onsite **IRM on-site dinner deadline, price, menu, time** will be detailed shortly
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 POST-EVENT BRUNCH 10:00 AM We will all be getting together for a farewell brunch for whomever
is still in town. Crandall’s Restaurant (amazing & unforgettable brunch at a “chicken” restaurant, who knew?) 10441 IL-47
Hebron, IL (815) 648-2609 *Meet at Crandall’s at 10:00 am, or meet at the MBM grounds at 9:15 for a 9:30 departure on one
of MBM’s buses.
REGISTRATION The IRM issues a limited number of tickets for this exclusive night, and registration deadlines will be
distributed shortly. Registration can be done, by marking that you are “going” to the event on the Facebook Event.
(5) Midwest Bus Museum Kickoff Party | Facebook
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Das Awkscht Fescht 2021
For 58 years, Das Awkscht Fescht has been a summer
tradition for all ages. Offering three fun-packed days in
the great outdoors, it’s been a perfect way for families to
celebrate summer and see some of the finest antique
cars from the east coast. Members of the ICTA have been
participating in this event for a least 25 years!

The weather was great, it was sunny with low humidity
and only in the mid-1980s There were 6 cars at the show:
1.Victor Cairo’s Empire Cab that was used in “The
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
2.Jim Rogers Sr brought the newly finished 1965 A11
(notable for the rear seat forward option, this was the
blue car present in prior shows)
3.Jim Rodgers Jr’s 1977 A11 original
4.Tony Matern’s 1967 Black Marathon
5.David Sunstein bought 2 cars: 1. 1956 Checker A8 and a
1937 Model Y Tow Truck

A first time meet for David. David told the group that he
had 22 Checkers He also stated that he has rented cars to
movies made in the Pittsburgh area. This writer sold a
Checker A8 and A9 to David several years ago. Along with
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the A8 recently purchased from
Bruce Uhrich and the tow truck
purchased from the Gilmore, its
clear that David has perhaps the
finest collection or rare Checkers in
the world. Great to see David
showing these Checker too!
A big thank you to Bruce Uhrich for
serving as the resident Checker
agent for this event. Bruce has
been a big proponent of Das
Awhshct for many years.
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Adam’s Checker Score
As most hard core Checker owners are well aware that the parts supply is dwindling. The
following is an update regarding the Dan Smith Checker fleet. Dan is actively pairing down
his fleet of Checkers. Dan took over Joe Pollard’s Checker parts business back in
2019. He’s now in the process liquidating.
ICTA member Adam Burlett has just moved a number of Checkers across the US to
Tennessee and is in the process of organizing. According to Adam
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“I feel that these are on the endangered species list. Had to
do something before all is lost. To few of cars left not
enough time in any lifetime for any man to bring them all
back from the dead. So im doing my part. A few weeks ago I
ventured on over to Arizona – Dan Smiths place”
Adam further states “I was planning on going in May had to
reschedule to July. It sure is hot there this time of the year.
Any how, I was not planning on buying a shipment of cars
however Dan Smith explained his situation and you can see
what got bought. He gave me Dan Smith prices not Joe
pollards, so if you are thinking prices are too high, you are
wrong.”

Adam was quite clear “Dan Smith is down sizing, planning
on moving in the future. He is keeping his 10 cars and a few
parts cars and the parts he needs for his cars, that is it.
Unfortunately the Joe Pollard collection of parts has to go.
Financially its costing too much in storage. Dan still has a
few good project cars. he also has a couple running driving
cars. Inventory changes daily.”

According to Adam, pricing is quite fair, “He sold me
the cars as a package deal. If the car had missing or
extreme damaged part, if he had the extra part it
needed- It went with the car. All the cars i bought do
not run, obviously in need of repairs. Some are missing
engines and transmissions and that is ok with me
because that is my specialty. It is unbelievable how
nice these Southern California, Arizona cars are. it will
be nice for a change to only do minor rust repairs.”
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Over the last five years we have seen all the major Checker suppliers shut down. Again according to
Adam, ” I seen a photo of Dans back yard with no parking spots left id say 60 cars. its down to about 15
cars now. I think it was 3 48’ft shipping containers with parts outside aswell. Last i talked with Dan he
said he sold 2 of the shipping containers.”
Time is running out, Dan might have some content left, but at this point in time its is safe to say “The
Checker Party” on active parts suppliers are over.
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Michael Marcoe
Checker Project
Over the next couple of months, we will
present regular updates regarding Mike’s
new project.
Here’s his first check in on August 8th.
In the process begins I’m ready to rerestore my 1967 checker marathon the
last time I had it restored was in 1985.
Been in storage for over seven years now
to let the beast rise again.
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August 30th, It’s been a long three weeks. Goal this
week,body off frame, then off to the media blaster.
Received a new motor taking out the old. Wish me luck.

August 26th, Just got the power plant for my baby.

Stay tuned for more updates in the next issue of FARES.
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Recent Photos Posted on The ICTA Facebook Group
From time to time, we like to share some of the photos
on the ICTA Facebook page on this website. The
Facebook page is private, like other Checker Facebook
groups, we do to this for various reason, but primarily to
protect our members from uninvited solicitations. Our
group membership was raided back in 2015 by a
competing group, that will never happen again.
If you are a member of our group, you are well aware of
the tens of thousands of Checker photos that are
inventoried in the hundreds of posts and photo albums
that have been created since the group was started in
2008. For those that are not members, this is a teaser
blog to hopefully entice you to join our group.
Over the past four weeks, several photos have been very
inspiring. David Kniffen is an established photographer
and film maker, recently he posted the header shot of this
blog and well as this adorable photo of his son washing
his Checker. What better way to enjoy your Checker is
there, beyond experiencing precious memories with your
family?

there, beyond experiencing precious memories with
your family?

Another great shot comes from Scott Garnett. Again
another family shot, it depicts his Checker wagon
along with his wife and son.
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Other ICTA members have recently post
photos of their single Checker or Checker
collections. These are alway great shots as
they show the results of years of passion
collecting and restoring an American
icon. The photos below are from Steve
Disbrowe, Stephen and Jennifer Fiorenzo,
Emerson Zentz, Joe Fay, Ryan Scholl and
Laddie Vitek.
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Beyond the collections, the ICTA members do a great job of finding
Checkers in places far away from Kalamazoo, the place where Checker
were assembled. Still serving their communities, Checkers continue
to add color to the automotive scene. The following submissions are
from Peter Fredsall, Airman Haag and Michael Nachowicz,
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These are just the
few of the many
photos that are
being posted
regularly on our
Facebook page. If
you feel like
joining a Checker
group that is a cut
above the rest,
we will welcome
you.
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2006 Checker Cab Show at The Gilmore Museum

without a hitch.
Credit to Bryon Babbish for spending time
with many of the show participants. Its
was nice to see the late Pete Talanca and
other old Checker friends like Mike
Reiley. It was also great to hear some of
the Checker stories shared by show
participants.
To watch the video just click on the link
below
Checker Cabs at The Gilmore 2006 –
YouTube

Thanks to Checker Cab author and historian Bryon Babbish, there is a
record of the 2006 Checker Cab show at the Gilmore. Recently found
in a stash of materials in an unopened mailer, this writer was
pleasently surpised at its contents.
This show was one of the last shows produced by the Checker Motors
old guard. Thanks to the hard work of former Checker Motors Corp.
plant manager John Logan and his wife Lola the event went off
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A MESSAGE FROM DAN SMITH!!!
All right Checker people im not storing all the cars anymore. I
have already started crushing the really bad ones to free up
room, that being said I will be listing parts cars and project cars
on ebay soon.
Here is your heads up. I’m listing sedans, E models and wagons.
Some are restorable some are just parts cars, please share this
post into other groups. I’m only selling complete or close to
complete cars at this point.
I’m not selling parts at the moment due to the containers being
a huge mess but this is going to be a one and done sale. We are
all at the end of the checker run, when they are gone they are
gone. I will update as I start the listings. I’m not dealing with
parts at the moment but the cars are up for grabs they will all
be on ebay soon. I’m getting out of the checker parts and car
biz but here is everyone’s heads up.
Look for the auctions on Ebay!!!
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Strange Checker Aerobus Conversion
Well, we missed this auction, very rare
that we miss an oddball Checker for
sale, but a least we can present it as an
interesting item.
The auction ended last week. The car is
based in Canada. The auction site has
not listed the end price, we’ll continue
to monitor and update accordingly.
Very little information had been
presented in the actual auction. The
following is what was presented.
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Lego Checker
We all love Checker Vabs and like most
people, we all love Legos. In this case,
we really love Legos!!!
From 6sqft.com
A LEGO flagship store opened in
Midtown this week with new handson experiences and New York Cityinspired builds. Located at 630 Fifth
Avenue within the Rockefeller Center
complex, the store measures more
than 7,100 square feet across two
levels. The new shop celebrates the Big
Apple with a classic yellow taxi cab,
skyscrapers like the Empire State
Building, and the lights and billboards
of Times Square and Broadway
theaters, all made of LEGO bricks.
All photos from Getty Images
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1972 Military / Checker Cab M-105 · Driven NaN
miles Nice enclosed, lockable Field kitchen mess
trailer original.
Link to Facebook
(1) Marketplace - 1972 Military / Checker Cab M-105 |
Facebook

I have Checker Cab parts for sale. 9 pieces total. 2 front
driver side fenders with inner fender, 1 rear drivers side
fenders, 4 rear passenger side fender, 1 rear glass and 1
grill. Some of the fenders are better than the others.
Some may be used as parts to make yours better. Will
take additional pictures if needed. $100 each piece or
make offer on the whole package. Link to Facebook
(2) Facebook
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1972 Checker Station Wagon.
350 Small Block-350
Transmission. New Paint (Grey
Metallic &Tangerine). New
upholstery with Vintage Air, New
Tires & Wheels.
Low Miles (53,000) Drives very
comfortable with Power
Steering, disk brakes on front.
Well maintained!
Link to the Facebook
Marketplace Advertisement.
(3) Marketplace – 1972
Chevrolet Checker | Facebook
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Gateway Classic Cars of Atlanta is proud to offer this
1982 Checker Marathon for sale. The Checker
Marathon was produced by the Checker Motors
Corporation of Kalamazoo, Michigan, between 1961
and 1982. It was marketed as a passenger car for
consumers, as opposed to the similar Taxi, which
was aimed at fleet buyers. 1982 marked the last
year for production of the infamous Checker. The
1982 we are offering here is rather special, stating it
appeared on the tv show Phantom Works. This
Marathon has been a civilian model its whole life
and has been in possession of the current owner for
22 years. The engine was replaced in 1999 with a
smooth Chevy 350 V8 equipped with a 4-barrel carb
and a GM Turbo-Hydramatic 400 automatic
transmission. The car underwent a bit of restoration
in 2009, being re-upholstered and paint by
FantomWorks in Norfolk, VA. The Light Blue exterior
presents well and looks sharp with the White top.
The Checker Marathon is getting harder to find
especially one that did not serve duty as a taxi cab.
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Currently available in Hyde Park, New York.
Link to the Facebook Marketplace Advertisement.
(2) Marketplace – 1982 Other Other | Facebook

For sale my 1975 checker im 2nd owner im taking my best offer
to june 31 itd california car. No rust. For sale my 1975 checker
im 2nd owner im taking my best offer to june 31 itd california
car. No rust tks. 15000 dlls.
(1) Marketplace – For sale my 1975 checker im 2nd owner im
taking my best offer to june 31 itd california car. No rust |
Facebook
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Has a running 250 inline six , body has rust but
repairable . Clear title cash or trade
Link to Facebook Marketplace
(5) Marketplace - Checker cab | Facebook

1966 Checkered cab marathon. Looking to sell or
trade. For trade: really cool stuff, motorcycles,
scooters, classics etc. The car has a clean title and
was driving when parked. Needs a battery and a
carrier bearing for the driveline, both are super easy
fixes and not very expensive. This car is sold as is, it
is a project. $2500.00
Link to Facebook Marketplace
(5) Marketplace - 1966 Checkered cab Marathon | Facebook
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This is a 1964 Checker Mathon civilian model runs great
ready to drive but could use some minor fixes new
interior original engine and transmission engine is a
230 inline 6 i think the transmission is a hydramatic half
stick half automatic i have the original title and original
keys in hand.

1978 Checker Marathon v8 350 auto tr400 has
ac, nice gray cloth interior $3500.
Link to Facebook Marketplace

Link to Facebook Marketplace
(4) Marketplace - 1964 Chevrolet Classic | Facebook

(4) Marketplace - 1978 Chevrolet Caprice · Sedan 4D |
Facebook
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You are looking at a very rare and hard to come by 1979 CMC Checker motor corporation, Marathon car. The car comes with a Factory
original chevy 350 motor with 4 barrel carb. The car has automatic transmission. The car has a salvage title for minor fender bender
accident. As you can see in the pictures, there was no major damage done to the car. The motor and transmission are in great condition.
The car runs and drives and has 23k miles. Will come with custom 22″ rims. The body does need tlc as the paint job is not the greatest
and has come surface rust that needs attention, but overall its a great car. The car is nice and has that classic 1950s style. Very big and
roomy inside . If your looking for a rare classic car, then this is the car for you. Im looking for serious buyers with cash on hand. So
Call me (626) 409-3000
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End Photo
Introduced in 1928, the
Checker Cab Model K
was the first true new
ground up Checker Cab
design. Like the
Commonwealth derived
Checker the body was
completely made of
wood.

